Ancient Greek
gods and goddesses
Packet
This unit includes the major Olympian gods and touches on some
of the famous mythology of Ancient Greece.

This has been a really fun unit. The Ancient Greek Gods and
Goddesses Packet includes all kinds of different types of activities
from traditional notebook pages to interactive notebook pages,
matching cards and an Ancient Greek Gods and Goddesses board
game! Plus, there are project cards so that kids can create their
own poster-sized Greek God Family Tree!

In the packet there are a number of options for the kids to write about what they
learned. There are blank notebook pages with and without lines.

This packet also has some matching cards and interactive notebook pages.
Younger students can cut-and-paste the description of the gods and goddess onto
the notebook page. Or, each piece can be cut out and folded and students can
make an interactive notebook page (or lapbook).

There is also a board game for remember what the gods and goddesses do! Each player gets a
card with four descriptions (perhaps the "God of War" or the "Goddess of the hearth and
home," etc.). Players take turns rolling the die and trying to move along the game board so
that they land on the four gods or goddesses on their card. The first player to get all four
gods/goddesses on their card wins the game! There are seven different player cards, so
students can play several different rounds!

I also included some larger project cards so that students can make their own
poster-sized Greek gods and goddesses family tree! (For copyright reasons
"sample" has been written on the image below.) My youngest daughter did the
poster you see below. There are images of the cyclops and Cerberus included as
well (they are just not pictured below).

There are also some blank pages for writing about some of the other well-known
Ancient Greek myths included in this packet:
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